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There are trade-offs among performance, energy, and device endurance for storage systems. Designs optimized for one dimension or workload often suffer in another. Therefore, it is important to study the trade-offs
so as to enable adaptation to workloads and dimensions. As Flash SSD emerges, hybrid drives are studied
more closely. However, hybrids are mainly designed for high throughput, efficient energy consumption, or improving endurance—leaving quantitative study on the trade-offs being unexplored. Past endurance studies
also lack a concrete model to help study the trade-offs. Lastly, previous designs are often based on inflexible
policies that cannot adapt easily to changing conditions.
We designed and developed GreenDM, a versatile hybrid drive that combines Flash-based SSDs with
traditional HDDs. The SSD can be used as cache or as primary storage for hot data. We present our endurance model together with GreenDM to study the above trade-offs. GreenDM presents a block interface
and requires no modifications to existing software. GreenDM offers tunable parameters to enable the system
adapt to many workloads. We have designed, developed, and carefully evaluated GreenDM with a variety of
workloads using commodity SSD and HDD drives. We demonstrated the importance of versatility to enable
adaptation to various workloads and dimensions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The total amount of electronic data stored world-wide is rising exponentially. By 2020,
that figure is expected to reach 35 Zetta Bytes [Gantz and Reinsel 2010]. It challenges how fast the storage systems can be to store and fetch the data. Studies show
that power consumption in the IT infrastructure is critical [Koomey 2011; Li et al.
2012b], up to 40% power consumption of which comes from storage [Schulz 2007].
Therefore, power consumption has become an important factor influencing storage
systems design [Storer et al. 2008; Li et al. 2011b; Verma et al. 2010]. Modern computer components such as CPU, RAM, and disk drives tend to have multiple power
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states with different operational modes [Li et al. 2011b; Delaluz et al. 2002; Gurumurthi et al. 2003]. Among them, traditional magnetic HDDs achieve the worst powerproportionality [Barroso and Hölzle 2009], which states that systems should consume
power proportional to the amount of work performed. Moreover, as failures in storage
systems become a serious concern [Jiang et al. 2008; Pinheiro et al. 2007], the hardware endurance of storage devices matters as well.
Different storage devices differ in speed, capacity, cost, endurance, and power consumption [R. Freitas 2009]. There are trade-offs among these dimensions in storage
systems combining different types of devices. Designs optimized for one dimension or
workload often suffer in other dimensions and workloads. Moreover, in prior work,
we analyzed the energy and performance profiles of server workloads, such as Web
servers, email servers, database servers, and file compression [Kothiyal et al. 2009;
Li et al. 2011b]. We discovered large deviations for both performance and energy
consumption—as much as 10 times—suggesting that there are significant opportunities to save energy and improve performance. Therefore, it is important to study
the trade-offs among these dimensions, and develop highly versatile solution to enable
adaptation to different workloads.
With the advent of Flash-based Solid State Drives (SSDs) that are more power and
performance efficient than HDDs, many considered SSDs as with a front tier storage
cache (e.g., VMware’s vFlash [vFlash 2012] and Nimble’s CASL [nimble casl 2014]) or
as the primary storage to better trade-off performance, purchase cost, and capacity
(e.g., Apple’s Fusion Drive [fusion drive 2012]; Microsoft’s Ready Drive [Panabaker
2006]; Western Digital’s Solid State Hybrid Drive (SSHD) [wd sshd 2013]; and Tintri’s
VMstore [vmstore 2013]. Dell even sells a Compellent Flash Array [dell compellent
2013] that combine two types of SSDs together—Single-Level Cell (SLC) and MultiLevel Cell (MLC)—to achieve the above trade-offs.
Many such approaches often aimed for high performance [Kim et al. 2011; Guerra
et al. 2011; tier 2012; Xie and Sun 2008; Chen et al. 2011; Strunk 2012], efficient energy consumption [Guerra et al. 2011; Xie and Sun 2008], or improved endurance [Kim
et al. 2011; Xie and Sun 2008]. Therefore, quantitative study on the trade-offs among
performance, energy, and endurance is largely unexplored. Studying the trade-offs can
help understand the relationship among performance, energy, and endurance, and can
also help build storage systems that can adapt to different workloads and dimensions.
Moreover, current endurance studies are missing a concrete endurance model and metric to help explore the above trade-offs. In addition, past studies often had designs
with fixed or inflexible policies that made it difficult to adapt to different workloads.
Moreover, many previous approaches usually rely on simulations and refer to manufacturer’s energy and performance specifications for benchmarks, instead of using
empirical, real-world experiments.
We designed and implemented a Linux Device Mapper [dm 2012] (DM) target named
GreenDM, and came up with a concrete endurance model and metric to study the tradeoffs. GreenDM has two modes: tiering GreenDM where the SSD is used as primary
storage for hot data and caching GreenDM where the SSD is used as cache storage
for hot data. GreenDM receives data requests from the hybrid virtual device, and then
transparently redirects the resulting requests to the underlying block devices. The
DM framework offers additional benefits: it can be used with any target device (e.g.,
replication, multi-path, encryption, redundancy, and snapshots). The DM framework
is highly scalable: one can easily configure the virtual device to use multiple physical
devices transparently.
GreenDM separates hot data from cold data based on their access patterns: hot data
is stored on the SSD and cold data is stored on the HDD. When cold data becomes
hot, GreenDM migrates or prefetches it from the HDD to the SSD; conversely, when
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hot data becomes cold or more space is needed for hotter data, GreenDM migrates or
evicts colder data from the SSD to the HDD.
By utilizing the SSD for hot data before using the HDD, GreenDM improves performance and reduces energy use—as SSDs are typically faster and consume less energy
than HDDs. To improve concurrency, GreenDM decouples the data movement between
the SSD and the HDD. By keeping mostly cold data on the HDD, GreenDM can spin
down the HDD at times and help reduce whole-system energy consumption. By counting the number of physical SSD reads and writes [M. Jung and M. Kandemir 2013;
P. Desnoyers 2013] and the HDD start-stop cycles [Guenter et al. 2011], GreenDM
tracks vital parameters that impact the endurance of the underlying storage devices.
To enable adaptation to different workloads, GreenDM supports several versatile configuration parameters to determine the migration thresholds. These parameters can
be tuned in accordance with the workloads and dimensions.
We have evaluated GreenDM with several workloads. We experimented with several configurable GreenDM parameters, analyzed the results, and demonstrated their
impact on the trade-offs among performance, energy, and endurance. We also showed
the importance of matching configuration parameters to specific workloads to tune the
above trade-offs. In the FIU online trace workload, for example, we showed that tiering GreenDM achieved a higher throughput (58–142%) than Mylinear, but consumed
more power (4–8%) and further reduced the SSD’s endurance by 11–15% under certain conditions. We observed similar trends for caching GreenDM as well. We also
demonstrated the importance of matching tunable parameters to different workloads
to achieve better trade-offs among performance, energy, and endurance. For tiering
GreenDM, a larger extent size (ES) lead to higher throughput and larger energy savings, but reduced the SSD’s endurance further; for caching GreenDM, a too large extent size lead to lower throughput and lower energy savings, but it wore out the SSD
faster.
Our contributions are four-fold: (1) we developed a device endurance metric; (2) we
studied empirically the trade-offs among performance, energy, and device endurance
for our hybrid drive (both tiering and caching modes); (3) we compared empirically the
tiering and caching modes of the hybrid drive in several dimensions; and (4) we offered
a versatile solution to enable adaptation to different workloads and dimensions for the
system.
2. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

We describe GreenDM’s design and implementation in this section. Section 2.1
presents the design goals. Section 2.2 shows the system architecture. Section 2.3 details the design. Section 2.4 describes our power-management techniques. Section 2.5
describes the endurance model used for the trade-off study. Section 2.6 presents the
implementation details.
2.1. Design Goals

The work was motivated by several concerns in storage systems. With the advent of
SSDs, there are now more opportunities to investigate these concerns. Specifically,
with GreenDM, our design goals were as follows:
(1) Hybrid Drive: we want to build a hybrid drive with efficient data management
and additional power management as the benchmark system, where the SSD is
used as either a primary storage or as a cache device.
(2) Trade-offs Study: we would like to come up with a per-device endurance metric
to help study the trade-offs.
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(3) Versatility: we want to have versatile policies so that the system can adapt to
different workloads.
To build the hybrid drive, GreenDM (1) migrates/prefetches hot data to the SSD, and
migrates/evicts cold data to the HDD—useful in workloads that exhibit hot/cold I/O
patterns; (2) decouples the data movement between the SSD and the HDD to improve
concurrency between CPU and I/O; (3) optimizes the data management by serving I/O
requests directly from RAM instead of the SSD whenever possible; (4) throttles data
movement between the SSD and the HDD to control the overhead and effectiveness
of migrations; (5) uses the lower-power SSD over the HDD and spins down the HDD
when it is idle for a sufficient amount of time; and (6) is implemented in the Linux DM
framework to be scalable. Note that in this work we did not primarily aim to design
for superior performance, highly efficient energy consumption, or a large improvement
to the device’s endurance. Instead, the aforementioned techniques were intended for
the purpose of building a hybrid drive so we could quantitatively study the trade-offs
among performance, energy, and endurance.
To help study the trade-offs among performance, energy, and endurance, GreenDM
counts and utilizes the number of SSD reads and writes and the number of HDD startstop (spin-up/down) cycles to estimate the devices’ endurance. SSDs especially can
wear out quickly and become less durable [Soundararajan et al. 2010], and a mechanical disk drive can only be spun down and up for a limited number of cycles [Joukov
and Sipek 2008].
To achieve the versatility goal, GreenDM supports several controllable parameters
so that the system can be tuned to different workloads.
2.2. Architecture
Application I/O
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Mapping
Table

Migrate
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Fig. 1. GreenDM Architecture. The gray shaded areas are DM targets, usually implemented as loadable
kernel modules.

We implemented GreenDM in the Linux DM framework to benefit from its scalability and flexibility. Figure 1 shows our system’s architecture. GreenDM has two modes:
a tiering mode (Figure 1(a)) and a caching mode (Figure 1(b)). We detail GreenDM’s
internals in later sections. Linear is another existing DM target that linearly maps
from the virtual storage address space to the physical one. GreenDM is scalable: it
can be easily configured to use multiple drives with minor code change. However, to
better study and understand the fundamental behavior of our hybrid drive, we used a
two-drive setup in this paper: one SSD drive and one HDD drive.
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2.3. Data Management
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Fig. 2. Data Management in GreenDM. The green arrows show the address translation work-flow from
one Virtual/Cache Extent (VE/CE) to one Logical Extent (LE).

GreenDM tries to keep hot data in the SSD so that the system benefits most from
the SSD’s superior performance and efficient energy consumption. To achieve this,
GreenDM moves hotter data to the SSD, and moves colder data to the HDD as the
working set changes over time. To guarantee the correctness of moving data around,
tiering GreenDM uses a mapping table and caching GreenDM uses a cache entry to
keep track of data movement. Figure 2 illustrates GreenDM’s data management. Tiering GreenDM divides the Virtual Block Address (VBA) space and the Logical Block
Address (LBA) space into extents that are multiple of the (4KB) page size for efficient
data management. Caching GreenDM divides the space of the cache device and the
primary device into extents as well. The Extent Size (ES) is a configurable parameter,
but once configured, the size is fixed for the lifetime of the DM instance. Our extents
are atomic units of data movement. Data management involves moving extents between the SSD and the HDD, and then updating the mapping table or the cache entry
accordingly.
Mapping table. The mapping table is a core data structure in tiering GreenDM, as
shown in Figure 2(a). It has four fields: LE ID, State, Usage Counter, and Time-stamp
of the latest access. The LE ID identifies one LE. State represents the accessing state
of each extent. The usage counter represents the number of total accesses. The timestamp records the latest access of one specific extent. The tiering GreenDM populates
the mapping table lazily. With a new virtual drive, the table starts empty. The tiering
GreenDM creates the mappings as the workload requires it. Compared to fully initializing the table with linear mapping, this approach provides more flexibility to data
migration, especially when the workload is light. The tiering GreenDM uses a bit in
the State field of each table entry to indicate if the entry is empty or not. The tiering GreenDM uses a bitmap to indicate whether the LEs on both drives are occupied
or not. The mapping table and the bitmap together comprise the metadata of tiering
GreenDM. Whenever a new VE is accessed, the tiering GreenDM first allocates one
free LE and then sets the corresponding mapping entry and the bitmap field properly.
To locate a free LE, the tiering GreenDM always starts from the lower LBAs so that
it improves the SSD’s utilization. To accelerate this operation, the tiering GreenDM
maintains an in-memory only free list for free LEs on the SSD.
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Cache entry. The caching GreenDM uses a cache entry table instead, to help with
data management, as shown in Figure 2(b). The cache entry table maintains mapping
information only from the cache device to the lower-level device, and contains not only
the four fields in the mapping table of the tiering GreenDM (i.e., extent ID, state, usage
counter, and time-stamp of the latest access), but also a dirty flag to indicate whether
a cached extent is updated or not. The cache entry table together with the bitmap
comprise the metadata of the caching GreenDM.
Data separation. GreenDM separates hot I/Os from cold I/Os based on their access
frequencies, and stores them separately to best utilize the tiering hybrid device. Temporal locality suggests that once an extent is accessed, it is likely that the extent will
be accessed again soon. In the tiering GreenDM, active I/Os are served through the
primary drive (i.e., SSD) and the mapping is established accordingly. Inactive I/Os
are kept on the secondary drive (HDD). In the caching GreenDM, active I/Os are first
served through the cache drive (SSD) and the cache entry table is updated accordingly.
GreenDM is designed this way so that hot I/Os can be served mainly by the fast but
smaller SSD, and cold I/Os are held on the slow but larger HDD drive.
Data promotion and prefetching. The tiering and caching GreenDM modes use the
same method to move hot data. We name the hot data moving process promotion
and pre-fetch in the tiering and caching GreenDM modes, respectively. Therefore, as
an example, we focus here on illustrating the data promotion process of the tiering
GreenDM. The same technique is used for the caching GreenDM data prefetching. To
speed future accesses, promotions move hot LEs from the HDD to the SSD as the workload changes over time. To detect hot LEs on the HDD, GreenDM counts the number of
I/O misses for every LE. An I/O is considered missed when the mapped LE resides on
the HDD. An LE is considered hot if the number of I/O misses exceeds the Promotion
Threshold (PT). The tiering GreenDM increases the LE miss count if two adjacent I/O
accesses to the LE are within a Time Window (TW). Otherwise, the miss count is reset. The PT and the TW are both configurable parameters. Once GreenDM decides to
promote a hot LE, it allocates a free LE on the SSD and enqueues the job to a promotion queue. The tiering GreenDM invokes a worker thread to keep dequeuing promotion jobs and copy data from source LEs to destination LEs synchronously. When the
mapped LE of one VE is being promoted, accesses to the VE are suspended before being
served; then the Tiering GreenDM updates the mapping table. The tiering GreenDM
cancels promotion attempts under any of the following conditions: (1) the SSD is full,
because promotion requires free space in the SSD; (2) the metadata is being flushed
to disk, because promotion has to update the metadata; (3) the Maximum Concurrent
Migration Limit (MCML) is reached, because we throttle migration; or (4) there is concurrent access on the extent that is to be promoted, because the extent is already being
accessed. Thus, instead of accessing the SSD, the HDD is accessed. This may delay the
HDD’s spin-down and help maintain SSD’s endurance, but increase access latencies.
Data demotion and eviction. The tiering and caching GreenDM modes use similar
method to move cold data. We name the cold data moving process demotion and eviction in the tiering and caching GreenDM, respectively. Therefore, as an example, we
focus on illustrating the data eviction process of tiering GreenDM in this paragraph. A
similar technique is used for caching GreenDM data prefetching. Demotion moves cold
LEs from the SSD to free LEs on the HDD. There are different ways to perform data demotion. One approach is to evict SSD LEs instantly when promotions are taking place
but there are no free extents on the SSD. This approach adapts well to the workload
changes. However, it can prolong the promotion I/O latencies, which is undesirable.
Another alternative is to schedule demotion as a periodic background job. However,
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this strategy is detrimental to energy efficiency because it has to wake up the HDD periodically. Instead, Tiering GreenDM schedules demotion in the background when the
number of free LEs on the SSD drops to a configurable Low Threshold (LT). Once demotion is launched, it keeps demoting extents until the number of free LEs on the SSD
reaches the configurable High Threshold (HT). The default value of HT is higher than
the LT so that cold LEs are demoted efficiently in batch without constantly disturbing
the HDD. When all LEs are mapped, the tiering GreenDM uses a small number of extra reserved extents in the HDD, as shown in Figure 2(a), to allow the demotion to find
free LEs. Otherwise, data migration stalls if no free LE is found. The demotion thread
uses the WSClock algorithm to find cold extents and updates the mapping table accordingly. Tiering GreenDM uses a device-mapper kernel thread called dm kcopyd, which
copies data between disk drives asynchronously. There are two differences between
tiering and caching GreenDM to move cold data. First, caching GreenDM looks up the
cache entry table to decide the physical location for the eviction extent, instead of randomly finding one free extents in the HDD. Second, caching GreenDM does not need
to reserve extra extents in the HDD for eviction to succeed, as it is guaranteed to map
an extent from the SSD to the HDD.
Data movement throttling. GreenDM throttles data movement to improve throughput. Both the mapping table and the cache entry table have one field to count the
number of accesses for each Logical Extent (LE). When the Promotion Threshold (PT)
of one LE is reached, data promotion/eviction is attempted. The PT is configurable:
(1) a larger PT can decrease the number of promotions/prefetchings and reduce the
overhead, especially when there are lots of accesses; and (2) when the benefit of one
promotion/prefetching exceeds the overhead, a larger PT reduces the potential benefits. Migration is also throttled by the Maximum Concurrent Migration Limit (MCML).
The MCML specifies the maximum concurrent promotions/prefetchings and demotions/evictions. The MCML is tunable: (1) a larger MCML value can promote/prefetch hot
I/Os to the SSD earlier and prepare free SSD extent slots earlier to benefit future accesses; and (2) a larger MCML value can potentially choke the system as ongoing data
movements can freeze other I/O requests. Demotion/Eviction tries to maintain [LT,
HT] free extents in the SSD so that promotion/prefetching can just use the free extent
instead of waiting for demotion/eviction to proceed. Demotion/Eviction is designed to
decouple from promotion/prefetching to improve interleaving between CPU and I/O.
Read/Write Policy. In a tiering system, since the SSD is used as primary storage,
reads and writes access the data from the current location either on the SSD or HDD
according to the mapping table. Cold data migrates to the HDD and hot data eventually migrates to the SSD using kernel threads. In a caching system, reads and writes
access data from the SSD if the data is still there, else from the HDD. If it is an SSD
write hit or if there is a write to any of the I/Os that are served from RAM, the system stores information of the pending write-back I/O in a queue, and an asynchronous
write-back kernel thread wakes up to flush dirty writes from the SSD to the HDD.
To control the rate of the write-back process, our caching system removes duplicated,
queued write-back I/Os and caps the maximum queue size. The queue is not blocking the whole system because our experiments show that the queue is around 1/3 full
under pressure test. The current policy can help illustrate the negative effects of the
caching write back policy compared with the tiering system that requires no write back
at all. The implementation detail of the caching’s write policy is based on the eviction
process for easy data management. I/O access can be slow down during write-back
activity.
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Table I. GreenDM Parameters and Abbreviations
Abbrev.
ES
PT
MCML
SP
LT
HT
TW

Name
Extent Size (in 4K units)
Promotion Threshold
Max Concurrent Migration Limit
Spin Down Policy
Low Threshold of demotion/eviction
High Threshold of demotion/eviction
Time Window length (sec)

Ex. Values
4K, 16K, 64K
1, 2, 4, 8
2, 4, 8, 16, 64
On, Off
32, 64
64, 128
30, 60

Serving directly from RAM. To save I/Os, GreenDM serves buffered I/O requests directly from RAM instead of the SSD in case of a successful promotion/prefetching. The
size of the RAM buffer is equal to the size of the hot LE. When a hot LE is being
promoted/prefetched, I/Os mapped to it will be pending before being served. A naı̈ve
approach to serve the pending I/Os is to first move one LE from the HDD to the SSD,
and then access the SSD again to serve the pending I/O requests one by one. However, this approach triggers more SSD accesses than needed. Instead, GreenDM first
reads the LE data from the HDD to RAM; then, GreenDM serves pending I/Os directly
from RAM, before the LE data is written to the SSD. GreenDM invokes the DM API
bio endio to indicate that the I/O request was served. For each pending I/O, this saves
one SSD I/O cycle by serving directly from RAM. This approach can save many SSD
I/Os because when a LE is hot, it is likely to be accessed many times even during the
short period of promotion/prefetching. If there are more I/Os accessing the same LE
while data is being flushed from RAM to SSD, GreenDM suspends these I/Os in the
queue and serves them from the SSD as usual.
Versatility. To enable adaptation to different workloads, GreenDM supports several
configurable system parameters: ES, PT, MCML, SP (spin-down policy), LT, HT, and
TW. Table I summarizes the parameters in more detail. All parameters can be set at
the user level. The ES can be set in the GreenDM configuration file before the tiering
hybrid drive starts service. The users can set the remaining parameters at any time
by accessing the corresponding Linux debugfs entries.
2.4. Power Management

In addition to the above data-management techniques, our GreenDM manages the
power consumption of the system to save energy. First, GreenDM saves energy simply
by using the SSD in preference to the HDD. To further save power, when the HDD is
idle, GreenDM spins down the drive [Zhu et al. 2005]. The side effect of this spin-down
is two-fold: (1) it takes time for a spun-down disk to spin back up, and (2) it reduces the
HDD endurance if the HDD is spun up and down too frequently as each (mechanical)
HDD has a limited number of start-stop cycles. GreenDM spins down the disk when it
is idle for at least five seconds, configured by hdparm. We chose five seconds because it
is the time it takes to spin down the HDD we used. The smaller the time-out latency is,
the more aggressive the HDD spin-down policy is. When there is access on the spundown disk, it spins up automatically.
2.5. Endurance Model

Table II. Devices Wear-out Limits
SSD
HDD

Limits
36,500 GB writes
300,000 spin up/down cycles
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This subsection describes the endurance model we used for the trade-off study.
GreenDM explores the endurance model for both the SSD and the HDD. For the
HDD, GreenDM utilizes the number of start-stop cycles as the major factor towards
endurance.
For the Flash-based SSD, it suffers from the endurance problem because Flash device requires one block erasure operation before the block can be rewritten. There are
different levels of failure modes [P. Desnoyers 2013; Kadav et al. 2009; M. Jung and M.
Kandemir 2013]. In failure mode I, the ECC can successfully correct the device bit errors. It happens when the device is not erased beyond the specified maximum value. In
failure mode II, the bit error rate goes beyond the ECC’s correction capability, but the
device is still within the retention period. This can happen when the device is erased
beyond the specified maximum value. In failure mode III, even the device goes beyond
the retention period. In this work, we examine the SSD endurance within failure mode
I.
An SSD’s endurance depends on many internal (often proprietary) parameters, some
of which are hard or impossible to measure: internal write-amplification factor, wearleveling techniques, FTL’s effectiveness, garbage collection algorithms, reserved space,
internal caching, and more. In this paper, we do not attempt to measure these internals. Instead, to help estimate the SSD’s endurance, we used 4KB as the default SSD
page size, counted each page access (read and write) to the SSD, and formalized our
endurance model to study the trade-offs among performance, energy, and endurance.
Moreover, as the real-time endurance relies heavily on the history usage of the devices, GreenDM utilizes delta endurance metrics for both SSD and HDD to show the
endurance reduction of each device in any configured experiment. We summarize the
endurance models as follows:
writes(t)
(t > 0)
Limitssd
#startstop(t)
Enduhdd (t) = 1 −
(t > 0)
Limithdd
∆writes
(∆t > 0)
∆Endussd (∆t) =
Limitssd
∆#startstop
∆Enduhdd (∆t) =
(∆t > 0)
Limithdd
0 ≤ Endussd (t), Enduhdd (t) ≤ 1(t > 0)
Endussd (t) = 1 −

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Endussd (t) and Enduhdd (t) represent the endurance metric of the SSD device and the
HDD device, at time t, respectively. ∆Endussd (∆t) and ∆Enduhdd (∆t) represent the
delta endurance (i.e., the endurance reduction) of the SSD device and the HDD device
during the time period ∆t, respectively. The endurance of the SSD at time t is represented by 1 minus the fraction of writes performed at time t (i.e., writes(t)) and the
total writes limit (i.e., Limitssd ). The more writes are performed, the less durable the
SSD is. Note that reads also affect the SSD’s endurance because erase operations can
happen once read disturbance correction kicks in [M. Jung and M. Kandemir 2013].
Since this is fairly recent reported result and there is no quantitative study on the
endurance effects of the read disturbance, in our work, we convert the effect of reads
to writes based on several certain configurable ratios (e.g., endurance effects caused
by reads is calculated by reads/10 and reads/100). The endurance of the HDD at time
t is represented by 1 minus the fraction of start-stop cycles performed at time t (i.e.,
#startstop(t)) and the total cycles limit (i.e., Limithdd). The more the device performs
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start-stop actions, the less durable the HDD is, and the closer it is to failing. We show
the limits for both SSD and HDD in table II based on the vendor data-sheet.
To simplify the understanding and use of our endurance metric, we define eu as the
unit for the endurance models as shown in Equation 5. We define endurance on a scale
of one million parts. The higher the value is, the more durable the device is: a value of
1,000,000 is given to brand new drive that is unlikely to break under failure mode I,
and a value of 0 is given to a drive that is almost certain to break under failure mode
I in the very near term. For example, a reduction of a device’s endurance by 1, 000eu
1,000
means that the probability of a device’s failure has increased by 1,000,000
or 0.1%.
2.6. Implementation Details

Concurrency control. The Linux DM framework supports concurrent block accesses.
Since data movement is performed in the back-end, it is possible that data movement
and an incoming I/O compete for the same extent. GreenDM uses a spin-lock to protect critical resources, and creates one atomic counter for each extent to ensure that
before GreenDM moves data, all I/O requests on associated extents are completed. This
counter is incremented once per access on the extent, and is decremented for each I/O
request that is finished. If GreenDM observes that the counter of one specific extent is
larger than zero, it drops the data movement attempt. If the incoming I/O happens to
be in the extent that data promotion/prefetching is going to be performed, GreenDM
delays the I/O by putting it into a queue and serve it later. If the incoming I/O happens
to be in the extent that data demotion/eviction is going to be performed, GreenDM
cancels the data demotion/eviction.
Metadata management. Metadata (e.g., mapping table and bitmap for tiering
GreenDM and cache entry table and bitmap for caching GreenDM) is critical for a datamovement based approach. GreenDM stores metadata in RAM for frequent accesses.
In case of a power outage, the system may be inconsistent and lose persistent data.
Therefore, GreenDM periodically flushes metadata to the SSD for recovery. GreenDM
also replicates metadata on the HDD for redundancy. In case of failures, GreenDM
reads the latest metadata checkpoint from one of the persistent drives into RAM. We
discuss limitations of the in-memory metadata management in Section 5.
Statistics export. To better analyze the dynamic mappings of block I/Os, the effectiveness of data movements, and the status of the running system, GreenDM exports several kernel-space statistics to user space. We implemented such an interface through
Linux’s debugfs with the support of the seq file interface. GreenDM places all debugfs files and directories for GreenDM under green debugfs root. GreenDM creates
a debugfs entry named “stats” to collect statistic information of the running system
(e.g., the SSD hit ratio, the number of promotions/prefetchings and demotions/evictions, the system status, etc). GreenDM creates a debugfs entry named “table” to export the mapping table or the cache entry table to user level. These statistics were
helpful during the development and analysis phases.
Development cost. We spent two years on this project. We developed around 3,500
LoC in kernel space for the tiering GreenDM, and wrote around additional 500 LoC in
kernel space for caching GreenDM. We developed fewer than 100 LoC to add statistics
counters for Linear. We used Auto-pilot [Wright et al. 2005] to help benchmarking, but
further developed an additional 2,000 LoC in Bash and Python to assist in benchmarking and analysis. To automate raw data parsing and plotting, we developed another
2,000 LoC in Bash and Python. To help profiling the performance, we developed another 1,000 LoC in Python. We also developed around 500 LoC in C++ to replay the
traces.
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Table III. Trace Workloads Summary
Workload
Web-search
FIU online

Drive
Size
32GB
8GB

Reads
Total
Avg Sz
1,055,236
16KB
655,526
8KB

Writes
Total
Avg Sz
212
8KB
4,211,786
4KB

3. EVALUATION

Our evaluation aim to answer the following questions:
(1) What are the tiering and caching GreenDM performance, energy, power, and endurance results compared with other baselines under various workloads?
(2) What are the trade-offs among performance, energy, power, and endurance?
(3) How much do different tunable parameters affect the trade-offs among performance, energy, and endurance under various workloads?
(4) How much does the capacity ratio of the SSD as a fraction over the total capacity affect both tiering and caching GreenDM in terms of throughput and device
endurance?
3.1. Experimental Setup

We experimented on two identical Lenovo R ThinkCenter computers. Using lmbench [Brown and Seltzer 1997], we verified that the performance difference of the two
machines was within 2%; and that the power consumption difference was within 1.6%.
Each server has 4GB RAM and one Intel R CoreTM 2 Quad 2.66GHz CPU. We configured the BIOS identically on both machines. As energy consumption is important
to our study, we used the default “ondemand” CPUFREQ governor [Zhu and Mueller
2004] and the default “menu” CPUIDLE governor [Li and Belay 2007]. We kept all CPU
cores online by default. Our tiering hybrid drive consists of an Intel SSDSA2CW300G3
300GB SSD and a Seagate ST32000641AS 2TB HDD. We used only the middle portion
of the HDD’s LBA space to average out any ZCAV [zcav 2014] effects. The OS, using a
Linux 3.5.0 kernel, ran on a separate SATA drive. We prepared several baselines: (1)
SSD-only drive; (2) HDD-only drive; and (3) a linear tiering hybrid drive (i.e., Linear)
that linearly maps from the VBA space to the LBA space. We added a few statistics
counters to Linear and named it Mylinear in our experiments. We set the DM split io
option so that I/Os are split based on the Extent Size (ES). We used 1/4 as the default
ratio for the SSD partition size out of the total drive size for our hybrid drive. The
ratio is just one example for us to study the trade-offs among performance, energy, and
endurance for the hybrid drive; it also keeps the SSD size relatively small compared
with the workload’s working set size. Note that for the caching GreenDM, since the
SSD capacity is not counted toward the total capacity, the HDD capacity has to be expanded to build the same amount of total capacity. We further used 1/8 in Section 3.6,
as the new SSD capacity ratio over the total capacity, to show different effects.
We connected each computer to a WattsUP Pro ES in-line power meter [Wattsup
2010], which measures the energy drawn by a device plugged into the meter’s receptacle. The power meter uses non-volatile memory to store measurements every second.
Its resolution is 0.1 Watt-hours (1 Watt-hour = 3,600 Joules) for energy measurements.
The accuracy is ±1.5% of the measured value plus a constant error of ±0.3 Watt-hours.
Its resolution for power measurements is 0.1 Watts. We used the wattsup Linux utility to download the recorded data from the meter over a USB interface to the test
machine.
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Fig. 3. Web-Search Trace Replay Results. We configured ES to 1MB in GreenDM, to help with sequential prefetching. HDD spin-down was enabled for all.

3.2. Benchmarks

We evaluated GreenDM (both tiering and caching) carefully with three general purpose workloads: (1) Web-search trace workload; (2) FIU’s online trace workload;
and (3) File-server workload. We used the Web-search and FIU online trace workloads from the UMass Trace Repository [UMassTraceRepo 2009] and the FIU Trace
Repository [FIUTraceRepo 2011], respectively. We summarized these traces’ parameters in Table III. Note that the drive sizes are sized to meet the storage requirements of the two workloads, respectively. We used the File-server workload from
Filebench [Filebench 2011].
GreenDM’s effectiveness depends on the degree of data locality the workload exhibits. Therefore, for the File-server workload, we varied the frequency that files are
accessed using Filebench’s Gamma distribution [Wilson 2008; gamma distribution
2014].
In this paper, to understand our GreenDM’s behavior under different conditions, we
focused on parameters that tend to have more impact on the trade-offs among performance, energy, and endurance of the tiering hybrid drive. Thus, for example, we tuned
ES, PT, and MCML values for different workloads while keeping the default values
for other parameters (i.e., TW=60, LT=64, HT=128). Specifically, we varied: (1) the
Promotion Threshold (PT) and the Maximum Concurrent Migration Limit (MCML)
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values for the Web-search trace workload; (2) the Extent Size (ES) for the FIU online
trace workload; and (3) the MCML and the Gamma values for the File-server workload. To reduce side-effects due to the SSD’s Garbage Collection (GC), we issued the
TRIM [M. Wei and L M. Grupp and F. E. Spada and S. Swanson 2011] command to the
SSD before each experiment. The results we show are general to illustrate the effects
of tuning parameters.
We ran all tests a minimum of three times unless otherwise noted. We computed the
standard deviations and presented as error bars in figures. we discuss and explain the
larger standard deviations below. We used Autopilot [Wright et al. 2005] to automate
the benchmarks.
3.3. Web-Search Trace Workload

We replayed the UMass Web-search trace with our own tool in synchronous mode,
without introducing any delay between two consecutive I/O requests. Since the trace
is block-level, we disabled the OS buffer cache in this experiment. To meet the storage
requirement, we set up the tiering and caching hybrids with 32GB storage (i.e., 8GB
SSD storage). We scanned the device initially to fill the mapping table such that it
could represent a more realistic situation where the mapping table was not initially
empty. We present the results in Figure 3. To avoid repeated discussions, we describe
the tiering GreenDM as an example.
Figures 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c) show that: (1) the SSD-only drive achieves the highest throughput, the lowest energy consumption, and the highest power consumption;
(2) the HDD-only drive achieves the lowest throughput, the highest energy consumption, and the lowest power consumption; (3) tiering hybrids achieve throughput, energy and power consumption in the middle; and (4) among tiering hybrids, various
GreenDM configurations achieve higher throughput, lower energy consumption, and
higher power consumption compared with Mylinear since the real-world Web-search
trace exhibits many hot and cold I/O patterns for GreenDM to manage. Figure 3(d)
shows that the HDD is rarely spun down for all benchmarks when the disk spin-down
in enabled. The reason is that this workload exhibits high randomness and therefore
keeps the HDD active most of the time. Thus, the incurred reduction to the HDD’s
endurance can be ignored. Figures 3(e) and 3(f) show that: (1) the HDD-only drive
does not reduce the SSD’s endurance since no I/O accesses the SSD; (2) the Mylinear
tiering hybrid drive wears out the SSD the slowest since part of the I/Os goes to the
HDD; (3) the GreenDM tiering hybrid drive wears out the SSD the fastest since data
migration causes lots of SSD reads and writes; and (4) the SSD-only drive reduces the
SSD endurance in the middle since there is no data migration at all.
We now focus our study on the trade-offs for tiering hybrid drives.
Higher throughputs lead to larger energy savings, as shown in Figures 3(a) and
3(b). The reason is that it takes less time to finish the same amount of work when
the throughput is higher and the system-level average power consumption between
GreenDM and Mylinear is close (see Figure 3(c)).
There are trade-offs between performance and power consumption. As shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(c), GreenDM achieves higher throughput (198–325%) than Mylinear,
but consumes slightly more power (5%) since the faster SSD I/Os indirectly keep the
CPU and RAM busier, and shift the bottleneck a bit towards the CPU. This keeps
the system more active during the run, and shows the trade-off relationship between
performance and power consumption for this workload. Note that the SSD-only based
system consumes a little bit higher power (1%) than GreenDM because it makes the
CPU and RAM even busier.
There are trade-offs between performance and the SSD endurance. As shown in
Figures 3(a), 3(e), and 3(f), GreenDM achieves higher performance than Mylinear, but
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reduces the SSD’s endurance more. When the ratio of read-to-write effect is 1/10, the
reduction goes from 32× to 70× more. When the ratio of read-to-write effect is 1/100,
the reduction goes from 186× to 516× more. The reason is two-fold: (1) GreenDM
performs many data migrations to separate hot and cold data; and (2) Web-search
workload has many more reads than writes and reads are not as effective as writes
in reducing the SSD’s endurance [M. Jung and M. Kandemir 2013]. Note that MCML
values become less effective when the PT value becomes larger since a larger PT value
leads to smaller promotions.
Different tiering GreenDM tunable parameters have different effects on performance, energy, and device endurance. As shown in Figures 3(a), 3(b), 3(d), 3(e), and
3(f), different MCML and PT values affects the performance, energy, and endurance
in different ways. For example, when the PT and MCML values are 1 and 64, respectively, GreenDM improves throughput by 198%, saves energy by 64%, and reduces the
SSD’s endurance by 70× and 516× more when the ratio of read-to-write effect is 1/10
and 1/100, respectively. However, when the PT and MCML values are 4 and 16, respectively, GreenDM improves throughput by 325%, saves energy by 75%, and reduces
the SSD’s endurance by 44× and 295× more when the ratio of read-to-write effect is
1/10 and 1/100, respectively. The reason is that different GreenDM parameters yield
different benefits and (CPU and I/O) overhead. Medium PT and MCML values tend
to achieve the best balance of benefits vs. overhead for this workload: (1) a too large
PT value can reduce the migration benefits and a too small PT value can increase the
migration overhead (see Figure 3(a)) for this workload; (2) when the PT value is small,
large MCML values can consume more CPU and I/O resources on the system; and (3)
when the PT value is large, large MCML values can promote hot I/Os to the SSD faster.
However, when the PT value is larger, it incurs less reduction to the SSD’s endurance
(see Figures 3(e) and 3(f)). In sum, there is no single best configuration for this workload. Therefore, to achieve different trade-off goals, the MCML and PT values have to
be chosen carefully.
Next, we discuss the results for caching GreenDM. As shown in Figure 3, we can observe similar trade-offs among performance, energy, power, and endurance, and similar versatility effects as we discussed above for the tiering GreenDM. We then compare
caching GreenDM against tiering GreenDM in more details. For this Web-search trace
workload, caching GreenDM achieves slightly higher throughput (i.e., 4–9%) than tiering GreenDM does when the Pre-fetching Threshold (PT) is 4 and 16; and achieves
very similar throughput than tiering GreenDM does when PT is 64, as we can see in
Figure 3(a). For the purpose of explanation, the Web-search trace workload has much
more reads than writes, as shown in Table III. That means the overhead of the writeback is not going to be significant since there are only a few writes. Moreover, as the
primary storage (i.e., SSD) in tiering GreenDM contains either cold or hot data before hand, this can incur additional overhead to the overall throughput. However, the
caching device in caching GreenDM only contains hot data. That means the overall
throughput of caching GreenDM may be higher than that of tiering GreenDM in some
degree if the primary storage initially contains cold data in tiering GreenDM.
The caching GreenDM also consumes similar amounts of energy as the tiering
GreenDM does when the PT is 1 and 16. When the PT is 4, the caching GreenDM consumes slightly less energy (i.e., 7–10%) than tiering GreenDM does, as shown in Figure 3(b). The main reason is that the energy consumption is coupled with the throughput since the total amount of workload is the same. The caching GreenDM consumes
a similar amount of power as the tiering GreenDM does, as shown in Figure 3(c). The
caching GreenDM also rarely spins down the HDD, as shown in Figure 3(d).
Finally, the caching GreenDM also wears out the SSD less (i.e., 8–20%) than that of
tiering GreenDM when the ratio of read-to-write effect is 1/10, as seen in Figure 3(e).
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The reason is due to the aggregated primary SSD I/Os in the tiering GreenDM. The
caching GreenDM wears out the SSD faster (i.e., 8–19%) than tiering GreenDM does
when the ratio of read-to-write effect is 1/100, as seen in Figure 3(f). The reason is
two-fold: (1) this Web-search is read-dominated; and (2) reads do not wear out the SSD
as much as writes.
3.4. FIU Online Trace Workload
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Fig. 4. Online Trace Replay Results. As example, we set MCML to 16 and PT to 1. Disk spin-down was
enabled for all.

We replayed the FIU online trace using our own tool as mentioned in Section 3.3.
We disabled the OS buffer cache as the trace is a block-level one. To meet the storage
requirement, we set up the tiering and caching hybrids with 8GB storage (2GB SSD
storage). We also scanned the device initially to fill the mapping table. We present the
results in Figure 4. To avoid repeated discussions, we use the tiering GreenDM as an
example.
Figures 4(a), 4(b), and 4(c) show that: (1) the SSD-only drive achieves the highest
throughput, the lowest energy consumption, and a medium power consumption; (2)
the HDD-only drive achieves the lowest throughput, the highest energy consumption,
and the lowest power consumption; (3) tiering hybrids achieve throughput and energy consumption in the middle; and (4) among tiering hybrids, various GreenDM conACM Transactions on Storage, Vol. 0, No. 0, Article 0, Publication date: 2015.
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figurations achieve higher throughput, lower energy consumption, and higher power
consumption compared with Mylinear, due to GreenDM’s efficient data management.
Figure 4(d) shows that GreenDM spins down the HDD to some degree when the ES
varies. Otherwise, the HDD is rarely spun down for other benchmarks. Since only a
few start-stop cycles are caused, the reduction to the HDD’s endurance can be ignored.
Keeping the HDD idle could save some power, but since the SSD indirectly helps the
CPU stay busier and the spin down/up process consumes more power, the GreenDM
system-level power consumption is thus slightly higher than all others. Figures 4(e)
and 4(f) show that: (1) the HDD-only drive does not reduce the SSD’s endurance; (2)
the SSD-only drive wears out the SSD to a moderate degree compared with tiering hybrids; and (3) GreenDM configurations wear out the SSD faster than Mylinear. Next
we discuss the trade-offs for tiering hybrid drives.
Higher throughputs lead to lower energy consumption, as shown in Figures 4(a) and
4(b). The reason is similar to what we have explained in Section 3.3. There are tradeoffs between performance and power consumption. As shown in Figure 4(c), GreenDM
achieves higher throughput (58–142%) than Mylinear. However, it consumes more
system-level power on average than Mylinear does, ranging from 4–8%, due to the
aforementioned reasons. There are trade-offs between performance and the SSD endurance. As shown in Figures 4(a), 4(e), and 4(f), GreenDM achieves higher throughput than Mylinear does, but it reduces the SSD’s endurance by 14–19% more and by
11–15% more when the ratio of read-to-write effect is 1/10 and 1/100, respectively, as
explained in Section 3.3.
Different tiering GreenDM Extent Sizes (ES) have different effects on GreenDM’s
performance, energy consumption, and device endurance. As shown in Figures 4(a),
4(b), 4(d), 4(e), and 4(f), different ES values lead to different results. For example,
when the ES is 4KB, GreenDM improves throughput by 58%, saves energy by 33%,
and reduces the SSD’s endurance by 14% and 11% more when the ratio of read-towrite effect is 1/10 and 1/100, respectively. However, when the ES is 64KB, GreenDM
improves throughput by 142%, saves energy by 55%, and reduces the SSD’s endurance
by 19% and 15% more when the ratio of read-to-write effect is 1/10 and 1/100, respectively. The larger the ES is, the more effective the sequential pre-fetching algorithm
is. Therefore, it leads to higher throughput and larger energy savings. However, larger
ES causes more reduction to the SSD’s endurance. It suggests the ES has to be chosen carefully for the system to achieve the best trade-offs because there is no single
optimal configuration.
We next discuss the results for the caching GreenDM. As we can see in Figure 4,
there are similar trade-offs among performance, energy, power, and device endurance
and similar versatility effects as we discussed above for the tiering GreenDM. We
then compare caching GreenDM against tiering GreenDM in more details. For this
FIU online trace workload, caching GreenDM achieves less throughput (i.e., 58–82%)
than tiering GreenDM does when the ES varies, as we can see in Figure 4(a). For the
purpose of explanation, the online trace workload has lots of writes, as shown in Table III. That means the overhead of the write-back can be a bottleneck when it comes
to throughput. A medium ES in achieves the best throughput in caching GreenDM
because it achieves the best balance between prefetching benefit and write-back overhead.
Caching GreenDM also consumes more energy (i.e., 2–6×) than tiering GreenDM
does, as shown in Figure 4(b). The reason is that the total energy consumption is
coupled with the throughput and the total amount of workload is the same. Caching
GreenDM consumes similar power as tiering GreenDM does, as seen in Figure 4(c).
The only big difference is that for caching GreenDM, when the ES is 4K, caching
GreenDM consumes much higher power than other conditions. The reason is that
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when the ES is 4K, there are much more write-back I/Os that cause the system (i.e.,
CPU, RAM, and I/O system) to be even more active. The caching system also rarely
spins down the HDD, as shown in Figure 3(d).
Lastly, caching GreenDM also wears out the SSD faster (i.e., 1–23% and 2–5%) than
the tiering GreenDM does, when the ratio of read-to-write effect is 1/10 and 1/100;
this can be seen in Figure 4(e) and Figure 4(f), respectively. The main reason is that
caching GreenDM has more write-back I/Os than the aggregated primary SSD I/Os in
the tiering GreenDM. Therefore, the caching GreenDM can wear out the SSD faster
than tiering GreenDM does.
3.5. File-Server Workload
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Fig. 5. Fileserver Workload Results. We configured the ES to be 128KB in GreenDM. It is equal to
the average I/O size to avoid the migration waste and I/O split overhead. The PT value was fixed at 1, as
example. Disk spin-down was enabled for all configurations.

We ran the File-server workload with a Gamma distribution in Filebench [Filebench
2011]. We varied the Gamma value to show different results. The smaller the Gamma
value is, the higher the data locality is since smaller Gamma values lead to narrower
file accesses: that is, a certain subset of data items (i.e., Logical Blocks) would be referenced more than others. We configured the usable RAM size to be 1GB to ensure that
the workload would generate many low-level I/Os. To meet the storage requirement,
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we set up the tiering and caching hybrids with 8GB (2GB SSD storage). We report
the results in Figure 5. We first focus on the tiering GreenDM to avoid repeated discussions. Note that since the OS buffer cache is enabled, to better estimate the SSD
endurance change, we assume fully low-level I/Os for SSD-only benchmark.
Figures 5(a), 5(b), and 5(c) show that: (1) the SSD-only drive achieves the highest throughput, the lowest energy consumption, and the highest power consumption;
(2) the HDD-only drive achieves the lowest throughput, the highest energy consumption, and medium power consumption; (3) tiering hybrids achieve throughput, energy
and power consumption in the middle in general; and (4) among tiering hybrids, various GreenDM configurations achieve higher throughput, lower energy consumption,
and higher power consumption compared with Mylinear through efficient data management. Note that in Figure 5(a), there are larger throughput variations when the
gamma parameter is 1. The reason is that when the data locality is high, the OS
buffer cache can kick in and make the overall throughput vary wildly, resulting in a
bi-modal distribution [Joukov et al. 2006; Tarasov et al. 2011]. We have rerun this
experiments ten times more, plotted a histogram, and verified that there were two
throughput modes: one from the RAM buffer cache and a second from the low-level
tiering hybrid drive. Figure 5(d) shows that the HDD is spun down around 10% of the
time when Gamma is small. The reason is that when the Logical Blocks (LBs) are more
narrowly distributed, GreenDM has a larger chance to spin down the HDD. Note that,
although GreenDM shows the HDD being spun down, it incurs only a small number
of HDD start-stop cycles that can be ignored towards the HDD’s endurance reduction.
Figures 5(e) and 5(f) show that: (1) the HDD-only drive does not reduce the SSD’s
endurance; (2) the SSD-only drive wears out the SSD to a moderate degree compared
with tiering hybrids; (3) GreenDM configurations wear out the SSD faster than Mylinear; and (4) larger Gamma value tends to wear out the SSD faster. Next we discuss
the trade-offs for the tiering hybrid drives.
Higher throughput leads to larger energy savings. We can see from Figures 5(a) and
5(b) that when the throughput is higher, the corresponding energy savings are larger
under any condition. The main reasons are that: (1) it takes less time to finish the
same amount of work when the throughput is higher; and (2) the system-level average
power consumption between GreenDM and Mylinear is close (see Figure 5(c)).
There are trade-offs between performance and power consumption in GreenDM. As
shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(c), GreenDM achieves higher throughput (50–267%) compared to Mylinear, but consumes 3% more power. The reason is that because the SSD’s
I/Os are faster than the HDD, the bottleneck is shifted further to the CPU and RAM,
making the whole system more active and consuming more power, even though the
HDD is spun down in some degree.
There are trade-offs between performance and SSD endurance. As shown in Figures 5(e) and 5(f), GreenDM achieves higher throughput than Mylinear does, but it
wears out the SSD faster, from 4–8×, for the same reasons explained in Section 3.3.
Moreover, a larger Gamma value can wear out the SSD faster. The reason is that when
the Gamma parameter is larger, I/Os are distributed over a wider range of LBs. Hence,
there are more promotions and demotions, which eventually increases the SSD read
and write counts and reduces the SSD’s endurance.
Different tiering GreenDM tunable parameters have different effects on performance, energy, and device endurance. As shown in Figures 5(a), 5(b), 5(d), 5(e),
and 5(f), different MCML values under different data locality affect the performance,
energy, and endurance in different ways. For example, when the Gamma and MCML
values are 1 and 64, respectively, GreenDM improves throughput by 267%, saves energy by 50%, and wears out the SSD’s endurance 4× faster. However, when the Gamma
and MCML values are 16 and 4, respectively, GreenDM improves throughput by 93%,
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saves energy by 71%, and wears out the SSD 7× faster. The reason is that different
GreenDM parameters create different benefits and (CPU and I/O) overhead under different data locality: (1) when the Gamma value is small, larger MCML values can
promote hot data to the SSD faster; and (2) when the Gamma value is large, smaller
MCML values incurs less CPU and I/O overhead. However, different configurations
with different Gamma values wear out the SSD to a different degree. Therefore, to
meet different requirements, such tunable parameters have to be chosen carefully.
We now discuss the results of the caching GreenDM. As shown in Figure 5, there
are similar trade-offs among performance, energy, power, and device endurance, and
similar versatility effects as we discussed above for tiering GreenDM. We then compare
caching GreenDM against tiering GreenDM in more details. For this Filebench fileserver workload, caching GreenDM achieves less throughput (14–71%) than tiering
GreenDM does when the system parameters (i.e., MCML, PT, and Gamma) vary, as
we can see in Figure 5(a). The file-server workload has lots of I/Os: both reads and
writes. There are more reads than writes, but the difference is not that significant,
according to Filebench. That means the overhead of the write back is going to play
some role in making the throughput lower. Moreover, a medium MCML achieves the
best throughput in caching GreenDM under various Gamma values because it achieves
the best balance between data movement benefit and overhead.
The caching GreenDM also consumes more energy (i.e., up to 57%) than tiering
GreenDM does, as shown in Figure 5(b). The reason is similar to that explained in
Section 3.4. The caching GreenDM consumes similar amount of power as the tiering
GreenDM does, as shown in Figure 5(c). The caching GreenDM spins down the HDD
even fewer times than tiering GreenDM does, as shown in Figure 5(d), because the
caching GreenDM uses the HDD more aggressively than tiering GreenDM. Lastly,
the caching GreenDM wears out the SSD slower (i.e., 27–60% and 28–60%) than the
tiering GreenDM does when the ratio of read-to-write is 1/10 and 1/100, as seen in Figure 5(e) and Figure 5(f), respectively. The main reason is that the aggregated primary
SSD I/Os help reduce the SSD’s wear out. Therefore, the caching GreenDM wears out
the SSD slower than the tiering GreenDM does. A smaller MCML value wears out the
SSD slower in caching GreenDM under various Gamma values since it incurs less SSD
accesses.
3.6. Capacity Discussion

The capacity ratio of the SSD as a fraction over the total capacity matters for both
the tiering and caching GreenDM in terms of throughput, energy and power, device
endurance, and therefore the trade-offs. We therefore configured a new capacity ratio
(i.e., 1/8), and reran all the experiments to show the effects. To avoid duplicated description and discussion, we focus more on representative results (i.e., throughput and
SSD endurance reduction). We present the results in Figure 6.
Web-search trace workload. In terms of throughput for the Web-search workload, as
we can see from Figures 3(a) and 6(a), when the SSD capacity ratio varies from 1/4
to 1/8, the throughputs for both caching and tiering goes down, ranging from 48% to
81%. The main reason for the throughput degradation is due to the increased number
of data movements between the SSD and the HDD for both the two systems and a
reduced SSD hit ratio when the available SSD capacity is reduced in half. We can also
see that when the SSD capacity decreases, the throughput of Mylinear increases by
19% because of fewer SSD hits.
In terms of SSD endurance reduction, as we can see from Figures 3(e) and 6(b),
when the SSD capacity ratio varies from 1/4 to 1/8, it wears out the SSD faster for
both caching and tiering systems, from 26% to 3×. The reason is that the smaller SSD
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Fig. 6. Results of New Capacity Ratio for Three Workloads.

capacity causes more data movements between the SSD and the HDD for both tiering
and caching systems. The smaller the PT value is, the more the data movements are
incurred because PT tends to be the dominating factor of SSD’s endurance reduction.
We can also see that when the SSD capacity decreases, it wears out the SSD 58%
slower for Mylinear because of reduced SSD accesses.
Online trace workload. For throughput, as we can see from Figures 4(a) and 6(c),
when the SSD capacity ratio varies from 1/4 to 1/8, the throughput for the tiering
system goes down, from 21% to 39%; throughput for the caching system increases
from 7% to 18% when the ES is 4K and 16K, respectively, and decreases by 4% when
the ES is 64K. The reason for the tiering system throughput degradation is due to the
increased data movements between the SSD and the HDD when the SSD capacity is
smaller. The reason for the caching system throughput increase when the ES is small
is because: (1) the caching system is bottlenecked by the write-back I/Os since this is
a write-intensive workload; and (2) the smaller SSD capacity reduces the number of
write-back I/Os. The reason for the small caching system throughput degradation is
due to the fact that when the ES is larger, data movements between the SSD and the
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HDD causes more overhead. We can also see that when the SSD capacity decreases,
the throughput of Mylinear increases by 32% due to the aforementioned reason.
For SSD endurance reduction, as we can see from Figures 4(e) and 6(d), when the
SSD capacity ratio varies from 1/4 to 1/8, the SSD endurance reduction for both tiering
and caching stays roughly the same. The reason is actually due to the net effect of the
following factors: (1) the smaller SSD capacity leads to more data movements, which
wears out the SSD faster; and (2) the smaller SSD capacity leads to fewer SSD hits,
which wears out the SSD slower. We can also see that when the SSD capacity reduces,
it wears out the SSD 8% slower for Mylinear due to reduced SSD accesses.
File-server workload. In terms of throughput, as shown in Figures 5(a) and 6(e),
when the SSD capacity ratio varies from 1/4 to 1/8, the throughputs for both tiering
and caching systems generally reduces, from 35% to 57%. The main reason is due to
the reduced SSD hits and increased data movements between the SSD and the HDD
when the available SSD capacity becomes smaller. We can also see that when the SSD
capacity decreases, the throughput of Mylinear increases from 4% to 30% instead of
decreasing. We believe that this difference is caused by the degree to which OS’s buffer
cache is used here.
In terms of SSD endurance reduction, as shown in Figures 5(e) and 6(f), when the
SSD capacity ratio varies from 1/4 to 1/8, it generally wears out the SSD slower for
both tiering and caching, from 7% to 25%. The main reason is because there are fewer
SSD hits and it is generally a bigger factor than the increased data movements. We
can also see that for Mylinear, when the SSD capacity reduces, it wears out the SSD
slower, from 19% to 47%, because of fewer SSD hits since the SSD capacity becomes
smaller.
3.7. Evaluation Summary

In this section, we summarize the best configuration for each of workloads in both tiering and caching GreenDM under the current hardware setup. Future storage system
designs can potentially refer to the conclusion here.
(1) For the read-intensive Web-search workload, medium Promotion Threshold (PT)
and Maximum Concurrent Migration Limit (MCML) values lead to the best
throughput for both tiering and caching GreenDM due to the net effect of migration benefit over overhead. In terms of SSD endurance reduction, the PT value
is the dominant factor for both tiering and caching GreenDM since it affects the
SSD access to a large degree. A smaller PT value wears out the SSD faster since it
incurs more SSD accesses.
(2) For the write-intensive Online workload, a larger Extent Size (ES) value leads to
higher throughput for tiering GreenDM since it introduces more efficient prefetching. For caching GreenDM, a medium ES value leads to the highest throughput
since it best balances the prefetching efficiency and write-back overhead. However,
a larger ES value wears out the SSD faster for both tiering and caching GreenDM
since it incurs more SSD accesses.
(3) For the read- and write-intensive fileserver workload, the Gamma value is the
dominant factor for both tiering and caching GreenDM’s throughput and SSD endurance since data locality matters significantly for the two systems to work. For
tiering GreenDM, when Gamma is small, a large MCML value achieves better
throughput and wears out the SSD slower since it migrates hot I/Os earlier for
tiering GreenDM; when Gamma is large, a small MCML value achieves better
throughput and wears out the SSD slower since it incurs less overhead for tiering
GreenDM. The OS buffer cache also plays an role here. For caching GreenDM, a
medium MCML value achieves the best throughput under various Gamma values
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since it best balances the data movement benefit and overhead; a smaller MCML
value wears out the SSD slower under various Gamma values since it incurs fewer
SSD accesses.
(4) For all workloads, since the system (e.g., CPU and RAM) becomes busier due to
tiering GreenDM’s data management, the system consumes slightly more power
than the Mylinear baseline does.
(5) For all workloads, since the system power consumption is not largely different,
larger throughput leads to smaller energy consumption when the total amount of
workload is fixed.
We now summarize the evaluation results of caching vs. tiering under the current
hardware setup.
(1) For the read-intensive Web-search workload, caching achieves similar throughput,
energy, and power consumption with the tiering system since the two systems are
similar. Moreover, caching wears out the SSD slower than tiering due to the aggregated primary SSD I/Os in the tiering system.
(2) For the write-intensive Online workload, caching achieves less throughput than
tiering does due to the negative effect of the write-back policy in the caching system. Moreover, caching causes higher energy and power consumption, and wears
out SSD faster than tiering does due to the same negative write-back effect in the
caching system.
(3) For the read- and write-intensive fileserver workload, caching has a lower throughput than tiering does due to the negative write-back effect in the caching system.
Moreover, caching also wears out the SSD slower because the tiering system has
more aggregated primary SSD I/Os. Moreover, caching causes higher energy consumption than tiering, and similar power consumption with tiering.
(4) Caching and tiering are fairly similar except that: (1) caching only maintains mapping information from the cache device to the lower-level device while tiering has to
maintain a mapping from the whole virtual device to the actual physical device; (2)
caching has to further support a write policy in case of write hit in the cache device
while tiering does not need to; and (3) tiering can achieve better initial purchase
cost over capacity than caching does since the hot device is used as the primary
storage.
Finally, we summarize the results when comparing two SSD capacity ratios (i.e., 1/4
vs. 1/8).
(1) For the read-intensive Web-search trace workload, the smaller SSD capacity leads
to decreased throughputs and wears out the SSD faster for both tiering and caching
GreenDM. This is due to a somewhat decreased SSD usage degree, but primarily
due to a larger increase in data movements. It also leads to decreased throughput
and wears out the SSD slower for Mylinear due to decreased SSD hits.
(2) For the write-intensive Online trace workload, the smaller SSD capacity causes different throughput effects in tiering and caching GreenDM. For tiering GreenDM,
the throughput decreases, while for the caching GreenDM, the throughput generally increases. This is because for this workload, the caching GreenDM is bottlenecked by the write-back I/Os while the tiering GreenDM is bottlenecked by the
SSD hit rate and the data movement. The smaller SSD capacity also wears out the
SSD at a similar rate for both tiering and caching GreenDM. This is due to the net
effect of the reduced SSD hits and the increased data movement. It also leads to
decreased throughput and wears out the SSD slower for Mylinear due to reduced
SSD hits.
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(3) For the read- and write-intensive File-server workload, the smaller SSD capacity
generally leads to decreased throughputs and wears out the SSD slower for both
tiering and caching GreenDM. This is due to the decreased SSD hit to a large degree and increased data movements to a smaller degree. It also leads to increased
throughput for Mylinear due to the OS buffer cache effects and wears out the SSD
slower for Mylinear due to reduced SSD accesses.
4. RELATED WORK

Our work is different from past ones in three ways: (1) we compared empirically the
tiering and caching modes of the hybrid drive in several dimensions; (2) we developed
an endurance model and studied the trade-offs among performance, energy, and device
endurance of the hybrid drive in both tiering and caching modes empirically; and (3)
we offered a versatile solution to enable the system parameters to be tuned for specific
workloads.
There are many existing systems exploring SSD either as a cache [Luo et al. 2012;
vFlash 2012; nimble casl 2014; netapp flashpool 2014; bcache 2012; flashcache 2011],
where SSDs are used to cache data, or as primary storage [Kim et al. 2011; Guerra
et al. 2011; tier 2012; Xie and Sun 2008; Chen et al. 2011; Strunk 2012] since hybrids
can achieve better trade-off throughput, capacity, and cost. There are also several hybrid drives in industry: Apple’s Fusion Drive [fusion drive 2012], Microsoft’s Ready
Drive [Panabaker 2006], Western Digital’s Solid State Hybrid Drive (SSHD) [wd sshd
2013], Tintri’s VMstore [vmstore 2013], Nimble’s CASL [nimble casl 2014], and Dell’s
Compellent Flash Array [dell compellent 2013]. However, they lacks empirical comparison studies for the tiering and caching modes of the hybrid drive. MAID [Colarelli
and Grunwald 2002] only briefly discusses the pros and cons of caching and migration
based policies for massive storage systems. There is one work [H. Kim and S. Seshadri
and C. L. Dickey and L. Chiu 2014] we know that evaluates Phase Change Memories
(PCMs) for enterprise storage systems—yet the authors only simulated case studies of
caching and tiering approaches. GreenDM is different because it supports both tiering
and caching modes with similar strategies and environment to evaluate empirically
the pros and cons of the tiering and caching hybrid drives.
Many performance, energy, and endurance relevant studies are based on simulation:
HybridStore [Kim et al. 2011], Pearl [Xie and Sun 2008], and NVCache [Bisson et al.
2007]. While simulation can help provide early useful results, we believe that empirical
experiments are more realistic. GreenDM performs real-world experiments to study
the trade-offs among performance, energy, and endurance of a tiering hybrid drive.
For the SSD endurance metric, past studies normally refer to the number of erasure
cycles that can be performed on an SSD during its lifetime [Lee et al. 2012], and do not
provide a concrete model and metric to help study the SSD’s endurance. One study [V.
Mohan and T. Siddiqua and S. Gurumurthi and M. R. Stan 2010] explores a hardwarespecific SSD endurance model. While it is useful in some cases, it requires hardware
parameters (e.g., voltage, density, etc.) to estimate the endurance through simulation,
and can be inconvenient for user-level endurance estimation in reality. GreenDM goes
further by developing an endurance model and metric to help study the trade-offs
among performance, energy, and endurance in a versatile tiering hybrid drive.
Many storage systems use SSDs as the front tier, but they aim for high performance,
efficient energy consumption, or improved endurance. Thus, they often do not closely
study the trade-offs among performance, energy, and endurance. Moreover, many studies do not offer flexible policies to enable adaptation to different workloads. HybridStore [Kim et al. 2011] consolidates SSDs and HDDs for a cost-efficient storage system
while meeting the performance and lifetime requirements. It is based on simulation,
and does not study the trade-offs among performance, energy, and endurance of the
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tiering hybrid drive. EDT [Guerra et al. 2011] dynamically migrates a fixed-size extent among different tiers to satisfy performance requirements and reduce power consumption. BTIER [tier 2012] uses a fast storage medium for caching and migrates aged
data to a lower tier over time for high performance. Its migration policies are somewhat configurable, but it does not consider the power consumption and the endurance
of the tiered storage. Pearl [Xie and Sun 2008] tries to balance the performance, energy, and reliability of disk arrays by migration. It relies on simulations alone and
does not empirically study the trade-offs in details. Hystor [Chen et al. 2011] and
Aggregate [Strunk 2012] use SSDs as the front tier primary storage for high performance only. NVCache [Bisson et al. 2007] utilizes NVRAM for the I/O subsystem
for lower power consumption. GreenHDFS [Kaushik and Bhandarkar 2010] explores
how to divide servers in a data-center into different zones to save power while maintaining performance. PDC [Pinheiro and Bianchini 2004] discusses how to migrate
data center workloads to fewer disks so that others can be put into lower-power states
to save energy. NVCache [Bisson et al. 2007] utilizes NVRAM for the I/O subsystem
for lower power consumption. GreenFS [Joukov and Sipek 2008] allows hard disks
to be kept off most of time to minimize the disk-drive-related power consumption.
MAID [Colarelli and Grunwald 2002] uses data placement, scrubbing, and recovery
techniques to put many of the drives in the system into a low-power mode to save
energy. Pergamum [Storer et al. 2008] adds NVRAM at each storage node to allow
inter-disk data verification while the disk is powered off to save power in a distributed
system. PARAID [Weddle et al. 2007] allows adaptive transitions between several different RAID layouts to trade off energy, performance, and reliability. FAWN [Andersen
et al. 2009] uses “wimpy” nodes with power-efficient CPUs and I/O capabilities to save
power while achieving performance and scalability in a distributed system.
GreenDM is different from the above approaches. It explores in-depth the trade-offs
among performance, energy, and endurance in a tiering hybrid drive and comes with
a versatile approach so that important system parameters can be investigated and
traded off to be best tuned for specific workloads.
5. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

While GreenDM estimates the endurance metric by counting the SSD reads and writes
and the start-stop (spin-up/down) cycles of the HDD, the endurance metric can be
improved. A finer-grained counting in terms of the internal SSD erasure cycles and the
FTL’s behavior could help build a more accurate endurance estimation for the SSD.
GreenDM provides coarse-grained control (i.e., tunable parameters) to trade-off performance, energy, and device endurance under different workloads. We do not offer QoS
guarantees of caps. To reach that goal, we first have to formally study the relationship
between performance, energy, device endurance, and various controllable system parameters. We believe machine-learning-based approaches (e.g., hill-climbing [Li et al.
2012a] and control theory [Zhu et al. 2009; Li et al. 2011a]) could help explore such
relationships.
GreenDM currently flushes dirty data periodically. It can be dangerous. To provide
transaction support, it requires a journaling mechanism for hybrid storage systems.
We currently build the virtual device from two drives only: an SSD and an HDD. We
could potentially scale the current setup to multiple drives and more types (e.g., SAS,
Shingled, PCM, and NAS) and develop more generalized techniques.
The caching and tiering systems share several design traits. Our current setup better represents a tiering system than a caching one. Caching systems are normally deployed in large storage systems where the caching tier is comparably small compared
with the lower-level storage (e.g., 1 PB). We used our current environment because our
comparison study makes sense when the hardware and software setup is the same beACM Transactions on Storage, Vol. 0, No. 0, Article 0, Publication date: 2015.
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tween the two systems. It would be interesting and challenging to further explore our
caching system in a larger storage system.
The trade-off analysis we performed is helpful to further study the cost dimension of
our hybrid drive for the gained performance justification [Li et al. 2014].
There are many commercial hybrid products available in industry, as mentioned in
Section 4. It would be useful to compare these commercial systems and with ours in
the future.
6. CONCLUSION

We designed, built, and evaluated the versatile hybrid drive (both as tiering and
caching systems) to study the trade-offs among performance, energy, and endurance.
We presented interesting results for various trade-offs observed. In the FIU online
trace workload, for example, we showed that tiering GreenDM achieved a higher
throughput (58–142%) than Mylinear, but consumed more power (4–8%) and further
reduced the SSD’s endurance by 11–15% under a certain condition. We observed similar trends for caching GreenDM as well. We also demonstrated the importance of
matching tunable parameters to different workloads to better trade-off performance,
energy, and endurance. For tiering GreenDM, a larger Extent Size (ES) lead to higher
throughput and larger energy savings, but reduced the SSD’s endurance further; for
caching GreenDM, a too large extent lead to lower throughput and lower energy savings, but it wore out the SSD faster.
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